
Wednesday March 18, 2020 

Our NAPBA Board has been monitoring the developing COVID-19 situation closely over 
the last 10 days. Based on the current information from the World Health Organization 
(WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), we are proceeding 
with registration and planning for our upcoming conference at the Wentworth Hotel in 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire on June 21-25, 2020 and encourage you to the same, as it is 
feasible. We will continue to consider all new data as it is made available and will update 
the napba.org site and our mailing distribution list if it becomes clear we need to alter 
our position. 

We understand that planning for this event had become increasingly difficult over the 
past week, as many member companies have imposed travel restrictions on their 
employees. Considering these potential restrictions, we will suspend the billing of 
additional conference fees until after April 15 so you can register with confidence. We 
will continually assess and reassess the feasibility of moving forward and expect to have 
some direction in the coming weeks. 

Attendee hotel reservations at the Wentworth Hotel can be canceled with no financial 
penalty to the reservation-holder if made within 72 hours of the arrival date in June. 

Additionally, airlines are increasingly adopting lenient change and cancellation policies for 
upcoming air travel. We encourage you to check with your airline of choice to ensure 
their policies cover your journey. Purchasing refundable flight arrangements is another 
way to safeguard your investment, as is deciding to delay securing your travel 
arrangements.  

Given the fact that many Spring Conferences have and will be canceled, it is more 
important than ever for our members and business partners to come together in June to 
be with friends, share ideas and help each other with challenges in 2020. We are hopeful 
that the impact of this pandemic can be absorbed by us collectively, rather than 
individually, and we encourage you to reach out to your NAPBA family for support and 
camaraderie during this uncertain time. 

If you have any specific questions about the conference, please feel free to contact me 
at michelle@napba.org or via phone at 916-548-4192. 

Thank you and be well! 

Michelle Hayes 
Executive Director, NAPBA 


